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line. Then it makes no difference how large
or how small the balls may be drawn; they
are in perfect perspective. The line under
the ball indicates the surface of the ground
and marks the position of the ball. The balls
are in reality the same size, the farther ones
being drawn smaller because farther away.
Use heavy lines for the nearer balls and
lighter lines for those farther away.
Make the nearest ball about one inch in
 zon line and part below. In A, Fig. 6, the
tops or foliage part of the trees are drawn
above the line and the trunks below. The
trunks are of the same length. In B, the
main or rectangular part of the houses are
drawn below the horizon line, and the roof
or triangular part above the line.
In B, the farthest house has a tree at the
right of it and one farther away. Objects
may be placed at the right, feft, farther and
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PERSPECTIVE- Plo.ce tke roofs and free /ojbs above Hie
horizon lme,anot The free fHmks and mo/iit joixrf" oj- /*ke
houses,
diameter on paper, and on the blackboard
about five inches in diameter.
Use balls when studying a principle.
Why? Because balls are easy to represent,
and have so little personality that the atten-
tion is not attracted to them sufficiently to
lose sight of the more important element,
principle. But the same principle is appli-
cable to other objects in the same manner
as to the balls. In Fig. 5 are wigwams. By
placing the top of each avert with the hori-
zontal line, perfect -perspective is rep-
resented.
When drawing tall objects, like trees and
?K)T|igesf f>art ^oay be placed above the hori-
 nearer than a given object, the same as in
placing.
To learn perspective one may draw such
exercises as the following: Draw six balls
various distances away. Draw five trees
various distances away. Draw four houses.
Work sueh exercises as these until you have
acquired the skill necessary to represent ob-
jects various distances away.
Of course, using the horizon line is a
means of learning perspective; in nature
objects are not cut by the horizon line like
this, but after you have learned how, then
the irregularity of nature may be taken into
consideration-	*

